When your Splashy arrives, the straps will look like the diagram shown. To adjust the straps to a smaller setting, please follow these instructions.

1. Remove the highlighted section of the strap from the foam.
2. Fold the thinner end of the foam backwards and ensure that the openings line up.
3. Feed the straps through the first opening on the doubled over foam.
4. Once it has been pulled through completely, feed up through the second opening and pull to tighten.

In some cases you may want to reduce the size of the lateral and shoulder supports to fit a smaller child using Splashy.
In some cases you may want to reduce the size of the groin strap to fit a smaller child using Splashy.

The groin strap will look as the diagram shows when it arrives. To adjust the straps to a smaller setting, please follow these instructions.

1. Remove the highlighted section of the strap from the foam.
2. Fold the foam backwards to create a smaller groin strap and feed toggle back through seat base hole.

Standard size

Shortened size